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In this paper we study the distribution modulo 1 of the sequence of vectors
( p:1, ..., p:k), where k2 is a fixed integer and :1 , ..., :k are fixed real numbers lying
in the interval (0, 1) and p runs over the set of prime numbers.  2001 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULTS
In 1940 I. M. Vinogradov considered the distribution of the fractional
parts of the sequence f - p, where p runs over prime numbers (see [15]).
This celebrated work motivated the interests of many authors to investigate
the distribution of p% modulo 1 by various methods (see [13, 7, 8,
1012]).
In [13], Tolev studied the simultaneous distribution of the fractional
parts of different powers of prime numbers. Let k2 be a fixed integer and
0<:k< } } } <:1<0 real numbers; 1/Rk is defined by
1=1(!1 , ’1 , ..., !k , ’k)=[(x1 , ..., xk) | !i<xi<’i , 1ik]
where 0<!i<’i1, 1ik. Let +(1 )=>ki=1 (’i&!i), and let S(x; 1 )
denote the number of primes not greater than x and satisfy the condition
([ p:1], [ p:2], ..., [ p:k]) # 1.
Then Tolev proved that
S(x; 1)=?(x)(+(1 )+O(x&$3 logk+9 x)) (1.1)
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with
$=min(1&:1 , :1&:2 , ..., :k&1&:k , :k , 14).
The aim of this paper is to further improve Tolev’s result by different
methods. We first prove the following
Theorem 1. We have
S(x; 1 )=?(x)(+(1 )+O(x&$1 logk+11.5 x)), (1.2)
where
$1=min(1&:1 , :1&:2 , ..., :k&1&:k , :k 3, 20177).
Example 1. Take k=2. If 80177<:1<157177, 60177<:2<:1&
20177, then
S(x; 1)=?(x) +(1)+O(x157177 log14.5 x). (1.3)
Similar to Theorem 1, we can prove the following.
Theorem 2. We have
S(x; 1 )=?(x)(+(1 )+O(x&$2 logk+11.5 x)), (1.4)
where
$2=min(:1&:2 , ..., :k&1&:k , :k 3, 40407).
Example 2. Take k=2. If 120407<:2<:1&40407, then
S(x; 1)=?(x) +(1)+O(x367407 log14.5 x). (1.5)
Obviously, Theorem 2 is better than Theorem 1 if :1 is very close to 1.
It is obvious that Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 are very weak if $0=
min(:1&:2 , :2&:3 , ..., :k&1&:k) is very small. So we shall use a different
approach to prove the following Theorem 3, which is better than
Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 if $0 is small.
Theorem 3. We have




Example 3. Take k=2. If 614<:2<:1<1, :1&:2<114. Then
Theorem 3 yields
S(x; 1)=?(x) +(1 )+O(x1314 log8.5 x). (1.7)
Notations. [l] denotes the fractional part of t. h=(h1 , ..., hk) denotes
the k-dimensional vector with integer components.
&h&= max
1ik




( } , } ) denotes the Euclidean scalar product in Rk. e(x)=e2?ix. mtM
means M<m2M; m  M means c1 Mmc2 M for positive constants
c1 and c2 . 4(n) is the Mangoldt function.
2. SOME PRELIMINARY LEMMAS
We need the following lemmas.
Lemma 2.1. Suppose f (n) is a real-valued function on the interval
[N, N1], where 2N<N12N. If 0<c1*1| f $(n)|c2*112, then
:
N<nN1
e( f (n))<<*&11 .
If | f ( j) (n)|t*1N & j+1 ( j=1, 2), then
:
N<nN1
e( f (n))<<*&11 +N
12*121 .
If | f ( j) (n)|t*1N& j+1 ( j=1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6), then
:
N<nN1
e( f (n))<<*&11 +N
**}1 .
Where (}, *) is any exponent pair.
Proof. See Graham and Kolesnik [6].
Lemma 2.2. Suppose that 0<a<b2a and R is an open convex set in
C containing the real segment [a, b]. Suppose further that f (z) is analytic on
R, f (x) is real for real x in R, | f "(z)|M for z # R, and there is a constant
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k>0 such that f "(x)&kM for all real x in R. Let := f $(b) and
;= f $(a), and define xv for each integer v in the range :<v<; by
f $(xv)=v. Then we have
:
a<nb
e( f (n))=e(&18) :
:<v;
| f "(xv)|&12 e( f (xv)&vxv)
+O(M &12+log(2+M(b&a))).
Proof. This is Lemma 6 of Heath-Brown [9].









Q+ Re :N<nCN&q z(n) z(n+q).
Proof. This is Lemma 2.5 of Graham and Kolesnik [6].
Lemma 2.4. Let 0<LN<vN*L and an be complex numbers with












Proof. This is Lemma 6 of Fouvry and Iwaniec [5].







(Z1, n , ..., Zk, n)
nN
1&+(1) }














holds. (M is an arbitrary positive number; the constant inplied in the <<
symbol depends only on k.)
Proof. This is Lemma 3 of Tolev [13].
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Lemma 2.6. Let X and Y be two finite set of real numbers, X/
[&X, X], and Y/[&Y, Y]. Then for any complex function u(x) and v( y)
we have




x, x$ # X
|u(x) u(x$)| :
| y& y$|X&1
y, y$ # Y
|v( y) v( y$)|.
Proof. This is the one-dimensional case of Lemma 2.5 of [4]; see also
Proposition 1 of Fouvry and Iwaniec [5].













Proof. See Vaughan [14].
Suppose d2 is a fixed integer; a1 , a2 , ..., ad are any real numbers with
a1 a2 } } } ad {0; #1 , ..., #d are real noninteger constants; and M and M1 are
real numbers such that 5<M<M12M. Let
fd (m)=a1 m#1+ } } } +adm#d.




we have the following two lemmas, which are Propositions 2 and 3 of Zhai
[16] respectively.
Lemma 2.8. If R’M, where ’ is a fixed positive constant small
enough, then
Sd (M)<<MR&1d.
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Lemma 2.9. We have
Sd (M)<<R12+MR&1(d+1).
3. ESTIMATION OF AN EXPONENTIAL SUM OVER PRIMES
Suppose Y is a large positive real number; 0<:<1; 0<$(:)<13 is a
function of :; h is an integer such that 1h<<Y$; and g(m) is a real
function on [Y, 2Y] of the form
g(m)=u1m#1+ } } } +ulm#l
such that | g( j) (m)|=hY:& j ( j=0, 1, 2, ..., 6), where l1, #1 , ..., #l are real
constants; u1 , ..., ul are any real numbers; and = is a sufficiently small
positive constant. The aim of this section is to estimate the exponential sum
over primes
S(Y; h, :)= :
Y<m2Y
4(m) e(hm:+ g(m)).
For convenience, in this section we always set F=hY:. The constants
implied by << in this section depend only on :, #1 , ..., #l and =.
Lemma 3.1. Suppose 340531<:<1, $=$(:)=min(1&:, 20177), and
0<2$. Let am be a sequence of complex numbers such that
:
mtM
|am |2<<M log2A M, A>0.





e(h(mn):+ g(mn))<<Y1&2 logA+1 Y. (3.1)
Proof. Write f (m)=hm:+ g(m) and let N=YM.
By Lemma 2.1 with the exponent pair (27, 47) we get
SI << :
mtM
|am | (NF 1+F 27N27)
<<MNF &1 logA Y+MF 27N27 logA Y
<<Y1&: logA Y+Y1&2 logA Y<<Y1&2 logA Y, (3.2)
if M<<Y (5&72)5F &25.
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Now suppose M>>Y (5&72)5F &25. Take Q=[Y 22 log &1 Y], then
Q=o(N). By Cauchy’s inequality and Lemma 2.3 we get
|SI | 2<< :
mtM
|am | 2 :

















e \hm:2(n, q; :)+ :
l
j=1
uj m#j2(n, q; #j)+ ,
2(n, q; t)=(n+q)t&nt.





For fixed q, write
G(m, n)=G(m, n; q)=hm:2(n, q; :)+ :
l
j=1
uj m#j2(n, q; #j).





If |Gn|12, we can get the same estimate.
















(mr , n) }
&12
e(G(mr , n)&rmr)
+O(log Y+MN 12 (Fq)&12),
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(mr , n) }
&12
, s(r, n)=G(mr , n)&rmr .
For each r1rr2 , the equations
Y2M<n2YM&q, r1 (n)<rr2 (n)







} :n # I(r) .(n, r) e(s(r, n)) }
+N log Y+MN32 (Fq)&12,
where I(r)=(n1 (r), n2 (r)].
We can verify that
.(n, r)<<1, .$(n, r)<<N&1,
 js
n j
(r, n) t FqN& j&1, j=0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6.










+N log Y+MN 32 (Fq)&12
<<(Fq)1118+N log Y+MN 32 (Fq)&12. (3.6)







+F 1118Q2918+NQ log Y





Since :340531, we have 2$3:17, which gives M>>Y (5&72)5F &25
>>YQF. So we have I1<<Y, I4<<Y. Since 11:+69$18, we have I2<<Y.
Since 2:+19$<5, we have M>>Y (5&72)5F &25>>Q log Y, so I3<<Y.
Combining the above, we get (3.4). This completes the proof of Lemma 3.1.
Lemma 3.2. Suppose 340531<:<1, $=$(:)=min(1&:, 20177),






|b(n)|4<<N log4B N, A>0, B>0.








Proof. Take Q=[Y22 log&1Y], then Q=o(N). By Cauchy’s inequality
and Lemma 2.3 we get
|SII | 2<< :
mtM
|a(m)|2 :















|b(n+q) b(n)| } :mtM e(G(m, n)) }
and G(m, n) is defined in the same way as in the proof of Lemma 3.1.
If |Gm|103Mq&2, by Lemma 2.1 we get
Eq << :
ntN







( |b(n+q)|2+|b(n)|2) \MNFq +Mq+
<<MNq log2B Y, (3.9)
if we note that N<<F.
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(Fq)12 } :r1(n)rr2(n) .(n, r) e(s(r, n)) }
+log Y+MN12 (Fq)&12,















|b(n+q) b(n)| } :r1(n)<rr2(n) .(n, r) e(s(r, n)) }
+N log2B+1 Y+MN 32 (Fq)&12 log2B Y. (3.10)
So it suffices to bound the sum
71= :
ntN
|b(n+q) b(n)| } :r1(n)<rr2(n) .(n, r) e(s(r, n)) }.













with T=[Fq3M2N] and R=FqMN, where
72= :
T
t=1 } :ntN :r1(n)<rr2(n)&t .(n, r+t) .(n, r) e(s(r+t, n)&s(r, n)) }





( |b(n+q)|4+|b(n)|4)<<N log4B Y.
It is easy to check that 10<T=o(R).
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|H ( j) (n)|ttMN& j ( j=0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6.)
Let I(r, t) denote the interval






rtR } :n # I(r, t) .(n, r+t) .(n, r) e(s(r+t, n)&s(r, n)) }.
Thus using partial summation and then using the exponent pair








if we note that N<<Y (93&3182)9F &539.





+MN32 (Fq)&12 log2B Y. (3.13)
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Now Lemma 3.2 follows from inserting (3.13) into (3.8).
From Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.2 we can prove the following Proposi-
tion 3.1.
Proposition 3.1. Suppose 340531<:<1, $=$(:)=min(1&:, 20177),
0<2$. Then, for h<<Y $, we have
S(Y; h, :)<<Y 1&2 log11.5 Y. (3.14)
Proof. Applying Lemma 2.7 to S(Y, h, :) we get


























|a(m)|2<<D log3 D, :
ntD
|b(n)|2<<D log2 D.
It suffices to bound Si (i=1, 2, 3). We take u=Y 22, v=YE, where
E=min(FY&22, Y1&42, Y (93&3182)9F &539).
Using Lemma 1 with the exponent pair (12, 12) we get
S1 <<: (YmF+F 12) log Y
<<(YF log2 Y+uF 12 log Y)<<Y 1&2 log2 Y.





e( f (mn)) (M<<uv). (3.16)
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It is easy to show that uv<<Y1&22. So by Lemma 3.1 each subsum is
<<Y1&2 log2 Y. After adding these subsums, we find that
S2<<Y1&2 log3 Y.















































a*(n) b*(m) e( f (mn)), (3.19)
with a*(n)<<d(n), b*(m)<<log m. So we have
:
ntN
|a*(n)|4<<N log15 N, :
mtm
|b*(m)| 2<<M log2 M.
By Lemma 3.2 we get S 3*(N)<<Y 1&2 log9.5 Y. Combining the above we
get
S3<<Y1&2 log11.5 Y.
This completes the proof of Proposition 3.1.
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By the same proof we can prove the following.
Proposition 3.1*. Suppose 340531<:<1, $=40407, 0<2$. Then
for h<<Y$, we have
S(Y; h, :)<<Y 1&2 log11.5 Y.
Lemma 3.3. Suppose 0<:<45, $=$(:)=min((1&:)3, :4), 0<2
$. Let am be a sequence of complex numbers such that
:
M<m2M
|am |2<<M log2A X, A>0.





e(h(mn):+ g(mn))<<Y1&2 log4 Y. (3.20)
Proof. It immediately follows from Lemma 2.1.
Lemma 3.4. Suppose 0<:<45, $=$(:)=min((1&:)3, :4), 0<2$.






|b(n)|2<<N log2B N, A>0, B>0.






<<Y1&2 logA+B+1 Y. (3.21)
Proof. We begin with (3.8). Since 2(1&:)3, we have |Gm|12.












<<MN 2F &1 log2B+1 Y<<Y log2B+1 Y. (3.22)
Whence Lemma 3.4 follows.
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Proposition 3.2. Suppose 0<:<45, $=min((1&:)3, :4), 0<2$.
Then for h<<Y $ we have
S(Y; h, :)<<Y 1&2 log5.5 Y. (3.23)
Proof. We use notations in the proof of Proposition 3.1. Take u=Y22,
v=YF.
By Lemma 2.1 we have
S1<<Y1&2 log Y.
To estimate S2 , we only need to estimate S2 (M). If M<<YF=v, by
Lemma 3.3 we get S2 (M)<<Y1&2 log2 Y. If v<<M<<uv, then
Y22<<N=YM<<F. So by Lemma 3.4 we can get the same estimate.
Thus we have
S2<<Y1&2 log3 Y.
By Lemma 3.4 we have
S3*(N)<<Y 1&2 log3.5 Y.
Thus
S3<<Y1&2 log5.5 Y.
This completes the proof of Proposition 3.2.
Proposition 3.3. Suppose 0<:<23, $=min((1&:)3, :2, 16). Then
for h<<Y $, we have
:
mtM
4(m) e(hm:)<<Y 1&$ log45 Y. (3.24)
Proof. We begin with (3.15) by choosing u=v=Y13.
By Lemma 2.1 with the exponent pair (12, 12) we have
S1 << :
mY13
(YmF+F 12)<<YF log F+Y 13F 12
<<Y1&: log Y+Y 79<<Y1&$ log Y.
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d 2 (n1) :
|n2&n1|<<NF






|b(m1) b(m2)|<<M(1+MF ) log2 Y.
So we get




Finally, we estimate S2 . If M<<Y13, then similar to S1 we have
S2 (M)<<Y 1&: log Y+Y79 log Y. If Y13<<M, then similar to S 3*(N) we
have S2 (M)<<Y1&$ log2 Y. Thus we get
S2<<Y1&$ log3 Y.
This completes the proof of Proposition 3.3.
4. PROOFS OF THEOREM 1 AND THEOREM 2
We only prove Theorem 1. It suffices to establish the inequality
R(Y)<<Y&$1 logk+11.5 Y. (4.1)





(S(2Y; 1 )&S(Y; 1 ))&+(1 ) } .
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_} 1?(2Y)&?(Y) :Y<p2Y e(h1 p
:1+ } } } +hk p:k) }









H(t)=h1 t:1+ } } } +hk t:k.
Propositions from the past section can be applied to estimate U(h). We
take H=CY$1, where C is a sufficiently large positive constant.
Let h=(h1 , ..., hk) satisfy 0<&h&H and d be the first integer j with
hj {0, then H(t)=hdt:d+ g(t). Since $1:d&:d+1 , we have g(t)=
O(C&1 |hd | Y :d).
If :d>340531, we use Proposition 3.1 to estimate U(h). We take 2=
:d&:d+1 if :d&:d+1min(1&:d , 20177), and 2=min(1&:d , 20177)
otherwise. We get
U(h)<<Y 1&min(1&:d , :d&:d+1, 20177) log11.5 Y
<<Y1&min(1&:1 , :d&:d+1, 20177) log11.5 Y
<<Y1&$1 log11.5 Y.
Now suppose :d340531. If hd+1= } } } =hk=0, then by Proposition 3.3
we get
U(h)<<Y1&min((1&:d )3, 16, :d2) log4.5 Y
<<Y1&min(:k2, 1911593) log4.5 Y
<<Y1&$1 log4.5 Y.
If there is at least one hj {0 ( j>d ), then dk&1. By Proposition 3.2
we have
U(h)<<Y 1&min((1&:d )3, :d&:d+1 , :d 4) log5.5 Y.
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If :d&:d+1:d 4, then
min((1&:d)3, :d&:d+1 , :d 4)=min((1&:d)3, :d&:d+1).
If :d&:d+1>:d 4, then
:d 4:d+1 3:k 3.
So we have
U(h)<<Y 1&min((1&:d )3, :d&:d+1, :d4) log5.5 Y
<<Y1&min((1&:d )3, :d&:d+1, :k 3) log5.5 Y
<<Y1&$1 log5.5 Y.
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.
Using Proposition 3.1* in the proof of Theorem 1 we get Theorem 2.
5. EXPONENTIAL SUMS OVER PRIMES
Suppose l2 is a fixed integer; 1>#1>#2> } } } >#l>0 are real
numbers; Y is a large positive number; and 0<$=$(#1)<12 is a constant
depending only on #1 . The aim of this section is to estimate the exponential
sum
S(Y; h1 , ..., hl , #1 , ..., #l)= :
Y<n2Y




where hj are real numbers such that 1|hj |Y$(#1), j=1, 2, ..., l. In this
section we always set R= lj=1 |hj | Y
#j.
Lemma 5.1. Let $=$(#1)=min(#1 (4l&2), (1&#1)3) and am be a
sequence of complex numbers such that
:
M<m2M
|am |2<<M log2A M, A>0.








hj (mn)#j+<<Y1&$ logA Y. (5.1)
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<<MR12 logA Y+Y 1&(#1 (k+1)) logA Y.
Whence Lemma 5.1 follows.
Lemma 5.2. Let $=$(#1)=min(#1 (4l&2), (1&#1)3) and a(m) and






|b(n)|2<<N log2B N, A>0, B>0.









<<Y1&$ logA+B+1 Y. (5.2)
Proof. Take Q=[Y2$ log&1 Y], then 10<Q=o(N). By Cauchy’s
inequality and Lemma 2.3 we get
|SII | 2<<












|b(n+q) b(n)| } :mtM e( f (m, n, q)) },
where
f (m, n, q)= :
l
j=1
h jm#j2(n, q; #j)
and 2(n, q; #j) is defined in the same way as in Section 3.
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<<MN1+1lQ1&1lR&1l log2B Y<<Y log2B Y, (5.4)
where in the last step we used the assumption that N<<RY &2(l&1) $. So
Lemma 5.2 follows from (5.3) and (5.4).
Lemma 5.3. The estimate
S(Y; h1 , ..., h l , #1 , ..., #l)<<Y1&min((1&#1)3, #1(4l&2)) log5.5 Y. (5.5)
Proof. We only sketch the proof. We begin with (3.15) by choosing
u=Y2$, v=Y1+2(l&1) $ R&1. We use Lemma 2.8 to estimate S1 and
Lemma 5.2 to estimate S3 . We use Lemma 5.1 to estimate S2 for M<<
Y1&$R&12 and Lemma 5.2 to estimate S2 for Y 1&$R&12<<M<<uv.
Lemma 5.4. Suppose 12<#1<1, $=$(#1)=min((3&2#1)14, (#1&12)






|b(n)|2<<N log2B N, A>0, B>0.
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<<Y1&$ logA+B+1 Y. (5.6)













_((Rq)12 N &12+M(Rq)&1(l+1) N 1(k+1))
<<(N12R12Q32+MN 1+1(l+1)Q l(l+1)R&1(l+1)) log2B Y
<<Y log2B Y.
Whence Lemma 5.4 follows.
Lemma 5.5. Suppose 12<#1<1, $=$(#1)=min((3&2#1)14, (#1&12)
2l ). Then the estimate
S(Y; h1 , ..., hl , #1 , ..., #l)<<Y1&$ log5.5 Y. (5.7)
Proof. We sketch the proof. Take u=Y2$ and v=Y12 in (3.15). We use
Lemma 2.8 to estimate S1 and S2 for mY2$. We use Lemma 5.4 to
estimate S3 and S2 for m>Y2$.
Proposition 5.1. Let $=min(#1 (4l&2), 1(4l+6)). Then we have
S(Y; h1 , ..., hl , #1 , ..., #l)<<Y1&$ log5.5 Y. (5.8)
Proof. This estimate follows from Lemma 5.3 for #1(2l+32)(2l+3)
and from Lemma 5.5 for #1(2l+32)(2l+3).
6. PROOF OF THEOREM 3
Following the proof of Theorem 1, we only need to estimate U(h) for
fixed h=(h1 , ..., hk){(0, ..., 0). We take H=Y$3, where $3 is defined in
Section 1.
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For a fixed h=(h1 , ..., hk){(0, ..., 0), let n0 (h) denote the number of hj
such that hj {0, and let d be the first integer j with hj {0. If n0 (h)2, then
by Proposition 5.1 we have
U(h)<<Y 1&min(1(4n0(h)+6), :d(4n0(h)&2)) log5.5 Y
<<Y1&min(1(4k+6), :k (4k&2)) log5.5 Y.
Now suppose n0 (h)=1. If :d340531, then by Proposition 3.1* we have
U(h)<<Y 1&40407 log11.5 Y<<Y1&$3 log5.5 Y.
If :d<340531, then by Proposition 3.3 we have
U(h)<<Y 1&min((1&:d )3, 16, :d2) log4.5 Y
<<Y1&$3 log5.5 Y.
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.
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